Nonparametric statistics for quanrrJcving dependence beween rhe ourpur rankings of face recognition algorithms are described. Analysis of rhe archived resulrs of a large face recognition srudy shows rhat even the better algorithms exhibir signifiranrly different behaviors. it is found thar there is signrfrranr dependence in the rankings given by two algorithms ro similar and dissimilar faces but rhar orher samples are ranked independenrly. A class of functions known as copulas is used; iris shown rhat rhe correlarions arise f m m a mixture of two copulas.
Introduction
The subset of images misrecognized by face reocgnition algorithms is large and the causes of failure not well understood. Although it is known that image specific properties like low contrast or shadow or viewing angle cause difficulties it is also widely accepted that certain faces are difficult to recognize [SI. It is also known that certain algorithms are vulnerable to specific properties of the images. However, this paper shows that even algorithms that are known to perform well do not succeed and fail on the same images. We introduce statistical measures of this heterogeneity.
The FERET [4] protocol defined a biometric nonspecific framework for evaluation of recognition systems.
An algorithm compares all images of a rarger set, 7. and a q u e v sei, Q, and reports a similarity matrix, S, whose elements, sij. state some measure of the sameness of the identity of the individual in the i-th image of r a n d the jth image of &. Because subsets of 7 a n d Q have different subject-or acquisition-specific properties certain elements of S, corresponding to gallery. G 7 , and probe sets, P 2 Q , may he used to make post-hoc performance es- timates on targeted recognition tasks. This study draws on S matrices archived under the FERET program. Those tests were notable for the large number of subjects, 1196.
Here a standard gallery and probe set known as dupli is considered. Each of the 234 probe images was taken between 540 and 1031 days after its gallery match. The gallery contains 1196 images. The best recognition rate of 52% was achieved by the USC algorithm. Figure 1 shows that only around 2% of images are matched correctly by all 15 algorithms, and about 27% are classified correctly by just one. This suggests that fusion of two or more algorithms may yield superior performance. This study considers measures of the correlation between recognition systems appropriate to determining complementiuy behavior.
Algorithm Comparison
Algorithms may be compared by considering their similarity matrices; the probes in P specify the columns and the galleries G select the rows. Because the origin of the s i j is generally unknown (they are propriety andlor undoc-umented) the similarities are discarded here, and a rank vector R(i) is formed by soning a column of S giving say
IS the rank of z,, so that the rank of the largest 2 , is one. We assume that S is continuous. so that ties occur infrequently.
Rank Correlation
The Spearman rho, p s , and Kendall tau, p~, coefficients are the most widely used measures of rank correlation. Their respective definitions are: The advantage of these definitions is that by using the Central Limit Theorem one can establish asymptotic normality of both coefficients as N + m.
The ps and p~ coefficients for seven algorithms are shown in Table I . The values are averages over the 234 probes. Note that all values are positive, the smallest being 0.13, and the largest values are found in the lower right 3x3 sub-matrix corresponding to three algorithms that share common image normalization implementations. Algorithms five to seven differ only in the distance metric applied after PCA feature extraction. Note also that the two MIT algorithms are correlated.
Empirically ps and p~ are linearly related for small p. As discussed below, the Kendall tau statistic is smaller than the Spearman rho values.
Partial Rank Correlation
We considered the weak correlations of Table I to he the result of including essentially independent rankings for large R and S. That is, beyond some small fraction of N the algorithms order images that are dissimilar to the probe image arbitrarily. To study this hypothesis we restricted the correlation to the most similar gallery images, i.e. those -.. Table I . The results agree with those from the three other standard FERET recognition tasks. All values are positive; the absence of negative values makes sense for algorithms that are intelligently designed. The Pvalues are all small, and are therefore not graphed indicating significant correlation. The relative ordering of algorithms is preserved for both statistics at all K this seems to be a desirable property given our intention to identify correlated algorithms. Finally, the general form of the curves is an initial brief decline followed by an almost monotonic rise for ps and a plateau for p~. This difference is explained in reference 3. For small K, the majority of the values R 3 and 3 are equal to the replacement value in eq. (3). Thus the behavior of the statistics is determined by only a small number of the ranks; after that, as K increases the ewes become flatter and smoother. As we-will see below, this effect is consistent with uncorrelated R(i) and S(i) fori > 1 . It seems that the aggregative nature of the partial rank correlation statistics with increasing K limits their usefulness.
Instead local correlation measures must be considered.
Rank Co-occurrence
When two algorithms rank a set of gallery images one can consider the number of gallery images for which both algorithms' rankings are in the same interval. Specifically, for a fixed window length K , define the co-occurrence
If R and S are independent and uniformly distributed permutations, then the random variable T has a hypergeometric distribution with moments
T ( u ) values are obtained, as before, by averaging over all probes. Figure 3 shows that co-occurrence exhibits a characteristic "bathtub' form. At the left hand end, the algorithms mutually rank images that are similar to the probe image. Over the 105 pairs of 15 algorithms with K = 50, T(1) has median 14 and maximum 42. This behavior is expected and desirable. At the other end, the algorithms mutually reject gallery images that are dissimilar to the probe. This is a novel result. Here T ( N -K ) has median 7 and maximum 41. The P-values are very small, indicating T ( u ) significantly above the expected value. In the central region the curves are Rat over a wide range. For pairs of algorithms with large p x , for example, the plateau is significantly above the expected value; for low correlation the algorithms behave independently.
Discussion
For an explanation of the behavior of the co-occurence statistic we assume that the cumulative distribution functions F.y and Fy of the random similarity scores X and Y from two algorithms are continuous. Then both F . y ( X ) and Fy (Y) have the uniform distribution on interval (0,l). 
where F ( u , v ) is the joint distribution function of (U = F x ( X ) , V = Fy(Y)), and f(u,v) is the corresponding ) = C,y,y(u, .). So, in terms of copula C, the approximate value of the co-occurrence statistic's mean as a function of is
with 0 < z < 1 -a and G(z) 2 0. For independent variables U and V , C(u, U) = uv, so that G(z) = a'.
As copulas are known to capture the properties of the joint distribution which are invariant under monotone transformations, all traditional measures of dependence including Spearman's rho, and Kendall's tau can be expressed in terms of copulas [3].
This suggests that the co-occurence corresponds to a mixture of two copulas: one at ( 1 , l ) (large ranks) and another with more of the mass al (0,O) (small ranks). Then the joint density f(u, U) is the weighted sum of two densities, and the set {(U, U) : f(u, v ) 2 c} can be represented as a union of two sets: CO and C1 which are star-shaped about
The joint distribution with such a copula satisfies the definition of I& rail monotonicity of one random variable U in
is a nondecreasing function of U for any fixed U. Each of these conditions implies positive quadrant dependence C(u,v) 2 UU), and, under these conditions. ps > PK > 0 as noted in section 2.1.
In practice, tail monotonicity means that the strongest correlation between algorithms occurs for both large and small rankings. Thus, all algorithms behave somewhat similarly not only by assigning the closest images in the gallery, hut also by deciding which gallery object is most dissimilar to the given image. It seems that for most of the pairs the algorithms behave more or less independently from one another only in the middle range. This holds for pairs whose bathtub curve approaches a*, i.e. the expected value in eq.
5 arising under the independence assumption.
To confirm tail monotonicity properties in our situation.
we can estimate the density f ( U : U): 0 < U : v < 1: by using the statistic. akin to co-occurrence
for a sufficiently small a. The surface of f , if plotted, has twope&sat(O:O)and(l~l).
Conclusion
We have shown that correlated behavior between algorithms exists at both small and large ranks, and not in between. We have defined co-occurence as an informative measure of this and demonstrated, using copulas, that tail monotonicity properties explain the characteristic bathtub shape.
Appendix A P-values for ps and p K
P-values for the hypothesis that both permutations R and S are independent and uniformly distributed are obtained as follows. Under ,the independence hypothesis T has the xzdistribution with K degrees of freedom. A difficulty here is that some of these probabilities are very small, and some pooling into larger classes is needed.
The P-values for this discrete distribution can be found from the formula 1 -P ( ; ~ 5)
where P(u: z) = r (a)-' ~, 'B-"u'-' d U IS ' the incomplete gamma function. This formula only works well for K 5 100.
Appendix B P-values for T ( u )
The classical goodness-of-fit X'-statistic, is 
